Across
4. Type of calcium channel blockers more effective for blood pressure reduction
6. Common ingredient that increases blood pressure
7. Generic for Cozaar
10. Trial that recommends blood pressure goal of <120/80
12. Elevated blood pressure while in the doctors office, hyper tension
14. The condition of having elevated blood pressure
15. Guidelines for treating hypertension
17. Sever hypertension in asymptomatic patients, hypertensive......
18. Generic for Norvasc
19. ACEs and ARBs are NOT preferred first line in this group of people
20. Severe hypertension with end-organ damage, hypertensive.....
21. Interaction with ACE-Inhibitors that can lead to increased blood pressure

Down
1. Generic for Microzide
2. Device used to measure blood pressure
3. Blood pressure that requires at least 4 drugs to be controlled
5. Study that identified most effective agents for lowering blood pressure
8. Generic for Zestril
9. Beta-blocker with best effects on blood pressure
11. Time of day blood pressure is generally highest
13. <140/90 is an appropriate blood pressure goal for patients younger than
16. Life threatening side effect of ACE-Inhibitors and ARBs